Let (C, E, s) be an extriangulated category with a proper class ξ of E-triangles, and W an additive full subcategory of C. We provide a method for constructing a proper W(ξ)-resolution (respectively, coproper W(ξ)-coresolution) of one term in an E-triangle in ξ from that of the other two terms. By using this way, we establish the stability of the Gorenstein category GW(ξ) in extriangulated categories. These results generalise their work by Huang and Yang-Wang, but the proof is not too far from their case. Finally, we give some applications about our main results.
Introduction
Let A be an abelian category and W an additive full subcategory of A. Huang [3] provided a method for constructing a proper W-resolution (respectively, coproper W-coresolution) of one term in a short exact sequence in A from those of the other two terms. By using these, he affirmatively answered an open question on the stability of the Gorenstein category G(W) posed by Sather-Wagstaff, Sharif and White [7] and also proved that G(W) is closed under direct summands. Later, Yang-Wang [11] extended Huang's results to triangulated categories in parallel. Some further investigations of proper resolutions (coproper coresoltutions) and Gorenstein categories for abelian categories or triangulated categories can be seen in [3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10] .
The notion of extriangulated categories was introduced by Nakaoka and Palu in [5] as a simultaneous generalization of exact categories and triangulated categories. Exact categories and extension closed subcategories of an extriangulated category are extriangulated categories, while there exist some other examples of extriangulated categories which are neither exact nor triangulated, see [5, 12, 2] . Hence many results hold on exact categories and triangulated categories can be unified in the same framework. Based on this idea, we will unify the results of Huang and Yang-Wang in the framework of extriangulated categories.
Let (C, E, s) be an extriangulated category with a proper class ξ of E-triangles. The authors [2] studied a relative homological algebra in C which parallels the relative homological algebra in a triangulated category. By specifying a class of E-triangles, which is called a proper class ξ of E-triangles, we introduced ξ-Gprojective dimensions and ξ-Ginjective dimensions, and discussed their properties. Inspired by Huang and Yang-Wang's work, in this paper we introduce and study Gorenstein category in extriangulated categories and demonstrate that this category shares some basic properties with Gorenstein category in the abelian category or in the triangulated category.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives some preliminaries and basic facts about extriangulated categories which will be used throughout the paper. Section 3 provides a method for constructing a proper resolution (respectively, coproper coresolution) of one term in an Etriangle in ξ from those of the other two terms, which generalizes Huang's results on an abelian category and Yang-Wang's results on triangulated category and is new for an exact category case (see Theorems 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and Remark 3.10). Section 4 is devoted to studying the Gorenstein category of extriangulated categories. More precisely, we prove that this Gorenstein category is closed under direct summands and the stability of the Gorenstein category is also established in in extriangulated categories, which refines a result of Yang and Wang (see Theorem 4.4 and Remark 4.7).
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, we always assume that C = (C, E, s) is an extriangulated category with enough ξ-projectives and enough ξ-injectives, and it satisfies Condition (WIC) (for details, see Condition 2.5). We also assume that ξ is a proper class of E-triangles in (C, E, s).
Let us briefly recall some definitions and basic properties of extriangulated categories from [5] . We omit some details here, but the reader can find them in [5] .
Let C be an additive category equipped with an additive bifunctor
where Ab is the category of abelian groups. For any objects A, C ∈ C, an element δ ∈ E(C, A) is called an E-extension. Let s be a correspondence which associates an equivalence class C be any object, and let A 1
is called split if δ = 0. By [5, Corollary 3.5], we know that it is split if and only if x is section if and only if y is retraction. The full subcategory consisting of the split E-triangles will be denoted by ∆ 0 .
A class of E-triangles ξ is closed under base change if for any E-triangle
Dually, a class of E-triangles ξ is closed under cobase change if for any E-triangle (1) ξ is closed under finite coproducts and ∆ 0 ⊆ ξ.
(2) ξ is closed under base change and cobase change.
(3) ξ is saturated.
If the second row is C(W, −)-exact, then so is the first row.
(2) Consider the following commutative diagram of E-triangles in ξ
If the first row is C(−, W)-exact, then so is the second row.
Proof. We only prove (1), the proof of (2) is similar. Let W be an object in W. By [5, Corollary 3.12], we have the following exact sequence
is exact in Ab by hypothesis. Therefore, for any morphism f ∈ C(W, C), there exists a mor-
. This implies that
Similar to the proof of [3, Lemma 2.5] and its dual, we have the following.
Then the following hold: 
are both C(W, −)-exact and C(−, W)-exact E-triangles in ξ, then we have the following commutative
where all rows and columns are both C(W, −)-exact and C(−, W)-exact E-triangles in ξ.
are both C(W, −)-exact and C(−, W)-exact E-triangles in ξ, then we have the following commutative diagram
where all rows and columns are both C(W, −)-exact and C(−, W)-exact E-triangles in ξ. 
is a C(W, −)-exact in ξ, the first column in this diagram is C(W, −)-exact by Lemma 3.1 (1) . It is easy to check that the second row is C(W, −)-exact by (3) and (4) 
are C(−, W)-exact, it is easy to check that C(h, W ) is epic by Lemma 3.2(1) for any object W ∈ W, and C(h ′ , W ) is monic since C(h ′ , W ) = C(g ′ , W )C(f ′ , W ). This implies that the second row is C(−, W)-exact. It is easy to check that the first column is C(−, W)-exact by 3 × 3-Lemma.
(2) The proof is dual of (1).
are E-triangles in ξ with W C 0 ∈ W, then we have the following commutative diagram:
where all rows and columns are E-triangles in ξ. Moreover, (1) If the first and the third columns in this diagram are C(W, −)-exact, then so are all Etriangles in this diagram.
(2) If the third row, the first and the third columns in this diagram are C(−, W)-exact, then so are all E-triangles in this diagram.
by Proposition 2.7 which makes the following diagram commutative:
is an E-triangle in ξ, then we have the following commutative diagram:
where all rows and columns are E-triangles in ξ by [2, Lemma 4.14] . It is easy to check that the (3) and (4) in Lemma 3.2. Hence, the first row is C(W, −)-exact by 3 × 3-Lemma. Similarly, one can prove the result of (2). This completes the proof. 
A ∈ W, then we have the following commutative diagram:
where all rows and columns are E-triangles in ξ. Moreover,
(1) If the first and the third columns in this diagram are C(−, W)-exact, then so are all Etriangles in this diagram.
(2) If the first row, the first and the third columns in this diagram are C(W, −)-exact, then so are all E-triangles in this diagram.
Proof. The proof is dual to Lemma 3.4.
The next result provides a method for constructing a proper W(ξ)-resolution of the first term in an E-triangle in ξ from those of the last two terms.
Theorem 3.6. Let
be an E-triangle in ξ. Assume that W is closed under finite direct sums and hokernel of ξdeflations, and let
be proper W(ξ)-resolutions of X 0 and X 1 , respectively.
(1) Then we obtain the following proper W(ξ)-resolution of X
and an E-triangle
(2) If both the ξ-exact complexes (3.2), (3.3) and the E-triangle (3.1) are C(−, W)-exact, then so is (3.4) .
Proof. (1) Since (3.2) and (3.3) are proper W(ξ)-resolutions of X 0 and X 1 respectively, there exist C(W, −)-exact E-triangles
in ξ for each integer i 0 with K 0 0 = X 0 and K 1 0 = X 1 . It follows from [2, Theorem 3.2] that there exists following commutative diagram:
where all rows and columns are E-triangles in ξ. Because the third column in diagram ( * ) is C(W, −)-exact E-triangle, so is the middle column by Lemma 3.1(1). Thus by Lemma 3.4(1), we get the following commutative diagram:
where all rows and columns are C(W, −)-exact E-triangles in ξ and the middle row is split. It is clear W 1 1 ⊕ W 0 0 ∈ W by assumption. On the other hand, we have the following commutative diagram:
where all rows and columns are E-triangles in ξ by [2, Theorem 3.2] and the second row is the desired E-triangle (3.5). It is easy to see that W ∈ W because W is closed under hokernel of ξ-deflations. Since the middle column is C(W, −)-exact, so is the first column by Lemma 3.1(1).
By Lemma 3.4(1) again, we we get the following commutative diagram:
(2) If both the ξ-exact complexes (3.7), (3.8) and the E-triangle (3.6) are C(W, −)-exact, then so is (3.9). Remark 3.10. Note that extriangulated categories are a simultaneous generalization of abelian categories and triangulated categories. It follows that Theorems 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 here unify Theorems 3.2, 3.4, 3.6 and 3.8 proved by Huang in abelian categories, and Theorems 2.3, 2.5, 2.7 and 2.9 proved by Yang-Wang in triangulated categories. It should be noted that our results here are new for an exact category case.
Gorensteinness in extriangulated categories
In this section, some applications of the results in Section 3 are given. In the following, we always assume that W is a class of objects in C which is closed under isomorphisms and finite direct sums. We introduce the Gorenstein category GW(ξ) in extriangulated categories and demonstrate that this category shares some basic properties with Gorenstein category in the abelian category or in the triangulated category.
